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Editorial

Dear Reader,
It is an incredible joy for us at VUM Erasmus+ Team to present to
your consideration our new bulletin demonstrating the extraordinary
accomplishments of our incoming Erasmus+ students within the
Erasmus+ International Credit Mobility programme of academic year
2017/2018.
In the period September 2017 – September 2018, we were happy to
meet over 110 students and 28 guest lecturers from over 13
countries from Europe, Asia, and South America.
During academic year 2018/2019, two staff members had the great
opportunity to visit our partner university in Iran, which was
followed by a visit of Iranian professor from the same university.
According to the Erasmus + slogan, Erasmus+ is a great opportunity
for improving skills, broading horizons, enriching lives, and opening
minds.
We also share the idea that Erasmus+ programme provides great
chances for enriching knowledge and skills and prepares students
for their professional growth on the international labor market.



The Erasmus+ students from autumn semester 2017/2018 achieved

high results during their studies at VUM. The semester took place from

the late September 2017 until the end of Janary 2018. It was our

pleasure to welcome incoming Erasmus+ students from countries such

as Mexico, Georgia, Moldova, Belarus, Argentina, Brazil, Kazakhstan,

Armenia, and Russian Federation. VUM Held an Induction day followed

by a Welcome Party. During the induction day the students were

welcomed by the VUM academic Staff and were introduced the VUM

academic standards, accommodation details, everyday student life, and

opportunities to have fun as well.

 

The spring semester 2017/2018 was spread from the late January

2018 until the end of May 2018. It was our pleasure to welcome

incoming Erasmus+ students from over 18 partner universities. During

their studies at VUM, they attended various courses to name but a few

Research and Statistics, Marketing and Business Environment, Talent

Management, and Hotel Operations Management. We were also happy

to host 7 guest lecturers from countries such as Serbia and

Montenegro and to provide them with teaching opportunities at VUM.

 

The summer semester took place from the beginning of June 2018 till

mid-September 2018. An Induction Day and Welcome Party were

organized after the arrival of the summer semester students. During

the day, the VUM academic staff members informed them about the

VUM academic requirements, academic callendar, accommodation

details, and living standards and travelling opportunities in Bulgaria.

 

During academic year 2018/2019, we had the privilege to send tree

outgoing staf mobilities to our partner universities - one of which took

place at Gavar State University, Armenia and two of them took place

at University of Tehran Iran. It was also our greatest pleasure to

welcome one staff member from University of Tehran, Iran at VUM for

Erasmus+ staff mobility for training at VUM International Mobility

Office.

VUM Erasmus+ Stats



Martenitsa Event

On 26th February 2018, Varna University of Management built up Martenitsa event, our

yearly festival of spring—what Bulgarians call Baba Marta. VUM's festival of the

happening to spring(baba signifying "grandmother," and Marta a subsidiary of the word

for "Spring") is exceptionally foreseen each year. Customary legends portrays Baba

Marta as a sensitive elderly person whose mind-sets are as variable as March climate.

On March first, it is standard to trade and wear Martenitsi—tokens of good wellbeing,

karma and imperativeness. Wearing the red and white yarns of the Martenitsa

symbolizes the expectation that Baba Marta will grin and allow us a late-winter.

Proin condimentum congue ante, sit amet volutpat leo.
Proin sollicitudin et ante vel tincidunt.



Academic Leadership Towards

the Entrepreneurial University

In the period between 4th September – 8th September, 2018, VUM organized an Erasmus+

Staff Mobilty for Training Event on the topic ‘Towards the Entrepreneurial University’.

Entrepreneurial University is an umbrella term influences practically all procedures that happen

inside a university. The language of guidance was fully in English. 

The members in the occasion were primarily members of senior administration of accomplice

colleges and delegates of the International Offices at our partner universities at Armenia,

Albania, Argentina, Belarus, Russia, and Kazakhstan. 

During their freetime, the members hadthe option to appreciate the wonderful Bulgarian Black

Sea coast.



Roadmap to your

student mobility

year Nine

Accommodation for Mobility students is provided at the newly built VUM Student House. It

consists mainly of appartments with 3 bedrooms, kitchen and bathroom. Each bedroom

provides two or three beds, desks and bookshelves for each student. There is an Internet

access in every room. The students should pay a security deposit of 80 EUR + deposit of

15 EUR for key and access cards. The rent includes all of the utility costsfor water,

electricity, gas, and Internet: 7 EUR per day per person in a double (shared) room or 10

EUR per day per person in a single room.

 

Erasmus+ international Credit Mobility students receive a monthly grant of 750 EUR per

month plus funding for travel costs (180 – 1100 EUR depending on the distance between

the sending and receiving institutions. Therefore, ideally, the Erasmus+ grant will cover

the students’ expenses in Bulgaria and their expenses connected to medical insurance, visa

application, etc. made in advance in their home countries. We hope each Erasmus+ student

has a wonderful time living and studying at VUM and share their experience with fellow

coursemates upon return at their home institution.
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